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Have you ever been intrigued by the idea of a Hackathon?  

This is your chance to be part of one - without any coding skills!  
Just bring along your knowledge and organisational work experience, and be ready to combine it 
with the resources of the Henley Forum. 
 
Let’s set our knowledge free! 

In this event we will bring together Henley Forum members and professionals from diverse business 
fields. We will find and further develop useful hacks to address an issue identified by Forum 
members: “how to get management buy-in and funding to make it easy for colleagues to share tacit 
(implicit) knowledge.” 
 
What? 
We will accelerate the process of innovation by:  
 using an active and exciting new method, 
 hacking our collective knowledge, 
 hacking the Henley Forum knowledge. 
 
You don’t need to code. You only need to be able to spot the raw material for ideas or solutions - to 
help create hacks which will help to get management buy-in and funding to make it easy for 
colleagues to share tacit (implicit) knowledge.”  
 
 
How? 
After the warm-up and inspiration from the morning’s contributions we will form multidisciplinary 
teams and explain the process and the helpful templates. Several coaches - including Annette 
Hexelschneider and Chris Collison - will be on hand to help you through the process of discovering 
ideas and designing solutions. 
 
Towards the end of the day the best ideas and outputs from the session will be presented in a 
‘pitching round’ in which each participant can then vote for the idea/hack/method/solution that 
makes most sense for her/his daily work.  
 
 
Why? 
Participating brings you many benefits. You will effectively: 
 acquire a time efficient knowledge management/sharing method - the Hackathon, 
 network with colleagues, 
 take home ready to use hacks and solutions to encourage management to enable tacit (implicit) 

knowledge sharing. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The Hackathon is open to everyone 
We expect this event to be popular, 

so please book early! 
 
 

 Henley Forum members should book their 
place with Marina Hart, our Henley Forum Co-
ordinator: henleyforum@henley.ac.uk  
 
 

If you are not a member of The Henley Forum, but 
you would like to take part, please contact with 
Marina Hart, our Henley Forum Co-ordinator for 
details: henleyforum@henley.ac.uk 

 
 
 

We look forward to working with you. 
 
 

 
 
Annette 
Hexelschneider 
Wissendenken 
(knowledge thinking) 

 

 

 
 
Chris Collison 
Knowledgeable Ltd 
 

 
 
 
The Henley Forum research and development advances practice in developing dynamic 
organisations through knowledge, learning and change. More at: www.henley.ac.uk/henleyforum 
 


